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Requirements for SSRN Uploads 
1. Title 
2. Date 
3. Kind of article: Working or accepted paper?  
a. If accepted, be sure you have permission to upload 
4. Abstract 
5. Author(s) 
6. Which SSRN journals you’d like the article to appear in 
a. You can select or have SSRN choose 
b. Select up to 12 
c. The list is located here: http://www.ssrn.com/update/lsn/lsn_jrl.html  
Optional: Keywords, full text (PDF) 
Papers can be designated public or private (shared with only selected readers). 
Stats for individual papers are published on the paper’s site; author sites also include 
stats. 
SSRN FAQ: http://www.ssrn.com/update/general/ssrn_faq.html  
Chicago-Kent College of Law Intellectual Property & Technology Research Paper 
Series: 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Jeljour_results.cfm?form_name=journalBrowse&journal_id=12
60536&Network=no&SortOrder=numHits&stype=desc&lim=false     
 
Requirements for Selected Works Uploads 
1. Author 
2. Title 
3. Date of publication 
4. Journal 
5. Subject headings (check your page for the best fit) 
Optional: Volume, issue, page, discipline (subject), keywords, abstract, full text 
(PDF) or link to full text 
Selected Works also includes other documents like book chapters and popular press 
pieces.  Other kinds of documents may have different requirements. 
Selected Works @ Chicago-Kent College of Law: http://works.bepress.com/kentlaw/  
 
More about SSRN and Selected Works 
Noam Cohen, Now Professors Get Their Star Rankings, Too, N.Y. TIMES, June 9, 
2008, at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/09/business/media/09link.html?_r=2&ref=busine
ss&oref=slogin  
 
James Grimmelmann, SSRN Considered Harmful (2007), at 
http://works.bepress.com/james_grimmelmann/14 
 
Paul Ohm, Do Blogs Influence SSRN Downloads? Empirically Testing the Volokh and 
Slashdot Effects (U. Colo. L. Legal Stud. Res. Paper No. 07-15, 2007), at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=980484  
 
Dave Hoffman, Bepress Selected Works, Concurring Opinions (2006), at 
http://www.concurringopinions.com/archives/2006/10/bepress_selecte_1.html 
Brian Leiter, Problems with the SSRN Rankings, Brian Leiter’s Law School Reports 
(2005), at http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2005/08/problems_with_t.html 
 
